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The Tasmanian Writers’ centre is centrally focused
on writing and reading throughout Tasmania.
Its programs are designed to meet a diverse
constituency, offering leadership, professional
development, debate and promotion across genres
and platforms. Key objectives are to support the craft
of telling stories, encourage debate and conversation
and to celebrate writers and writing.

Chair Posie Graeme-Evans
Deputy Chair caroline Dean
public officer / secretary Shirley Patton
Treasurer Malina Pike
Members Marcus Barker, Gail cork (till
October 2014), Professor Ralph crane,
James Dryburgh, caitlin Richardson (Twitch),
Beverly Jefferson

sTRaTeGIC InTenTs

life Members
chris Pearce, Janet Grecian, Liz Winfield,
Robyn friend, Pete hay, Tim Thorne, Marjorie
Luck, Robyn Mathison, Ralph Wessman, John
Bryson, Lyn Reeves, Terry whitebeach
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to create a compelling place for writers
to celebrate the exchange of ideas
to inspire diverse and imaginative responses to
our environment

objeCTIves
We want to:
• be a support network for writers in Tasmania.
• develop programs to assist the professional
development and profile for writers
• connect Tasmanian writers to national and
global networks

volunteer program:
Pia Gallagher-Ewings, Yvonne Gluyas,
Andrew carter, Tom connolly, Eddie Gall,
Penny carey Wells, Kit Murdoch, Robyn
Greaves, Jane Winter, Michael hutch
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Above: When I Was a Boy in Sudan. Illustration by Gay
McKinnon. Published by Anzoa Books, TWc.
cover: Image in pen: When I Was a Girl in Sudan.
Illustration by Gay McKinnon. Published by Anzoa
(Joy) Books, TWc.

Regular office volunteers:
Olga Rosensweig, Gillian Paxton
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The centre will be open and welcoming
Passionate about writers/writing
creative and responsive
Recognising the intrinsic value of writing

sTaff
Centre Director / Ceo chris Gallagher
Marketing and Communications
Kylie Eastley / Amber Wilson
social Media Kate harrison
Member services and program co-ordinator
Marion Stoneman
finance / book keeping Sarah Briggs
Design workhorse.net.au
Intern Georgia Radcliffe-Smith

Arts Tasmania, Australia council for the
Arts, University of Tasmania, community
Development Grant, Regional Arts Tasmania
paRTneRInG oRGanI saTI ons
Salamanca Arts centre, hobart Bookshop,
fullers Bookshop, Devonport Bookshop,
State cinema, Ten Days on the Island,
The Lark Distillery, Erica Bell foundation
ConTaCT Us
Tasmanian Writers’ Centre
ABN 12 182 603 395
Level 1, Salamanca Arts centre
77 Salamanca Place hobart Tas 7000
admin@tasmanianwriters.org
www.tasmanianwriters.org
P: 03 6224 0029

Principal sponsor
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fRoM THe CHaIR

for Tasmanian writers, 2014 spelt success in recordbreaking proportions. And of course it was trumped
in October when Richard flanagan took out the
world’s most prestigious prize for literature: The
2014 Man Booker Prize. We all rejoiced in his success
and we are sure there will be a halo effect.
It has also been a significant year of achievement for
the Tasmanian Writers’ centre and we can all be very
proud. The team hit the decks running on chris’s
return from India in february. I didn’t see a let-up
throughout the year, with all working closely with
the Board, and the membership to ensure a clear
focus on why, how and what we deliver through our
programming and services to the Tasmanian writing
community. We all feel a renewed energy for the
centre and its goals as a result.
Our KPIs are set against the strategic plan and
include a series of innovative projects such as the
very successful Madi publishing venture and the
masterclasses Tours program. Our 2014 program
included a new and very generous foundation.
The foundation was established by Bastian Seidel,
following the untimely and tragic death of his partner
Erica Bell in July 2014. It provides a generous cash
prize for an unpublished Tasmanian emerging writer
and is supported by the centre.
The Board also participated in the Arts Tasmania
auditing workshops and celebrated a range of creative
and sustainable partnerships for the biennial writers
festival. Our community activities aim to embrace
all comers with a focus on access and inclusion:
the young writers programs - Twitch; an inspiring
new publishing mentorship with hachette and the
reintroduction of the Island Residency program with
University of Tasmania and Prince Edward island.
This year we farewell a range of Board members
who have contributed generously to the success of
the centre. Sadly, I also have retired as I have a very
busy year ahead. however I leave the centre in very
capable hands and I wish the incoming members
a fabulous two years of inspired activity and joy,
particularly in this very exciting year of the Writers
and Readers festival.
posie Graeme-evans TWc chair 2014
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fRo M THe DIReCToR

Three programs stood out for me as particularly
important milestones in 2014.
The publication of the two beautiful Madi children’s
books When I was a Girl/Boy in Sudan through the
talent and dedicated work of Terry Whitebeach,
Sarafino Enadio, Paskalina Eiyo, Gay McKinnon and
Julie hawkins. These books were launched at the
Moonah Arts centre in June with great celebration.
Maggie Kuldleka, took charge of the distribution and
we now have 300 books with the Indigenous Literacy
foundation as well as to many bookshops and
schools throughout the country. All proceeds from
sales go towards our target of $10,000 for shipping
2,000 of the books to Southern Sudan, and we are
half way there!
The Tours program, through the network of Writers’
centres and the Australia council, is an important
teaching program. In 2014, Arnold Zable, Ben Law,
claire Scobie, Angela Meyer, and Tony Birch offered
classes in memoir, fiction, travel writing and short
story. Our established writers also join into the
interstate program, teaching interstate. The feedback
has been overwhelmingly positive and the program
will continue this year.
On his second trip to hobart, Arnold Zable gave the
inaugural Pen lecture to a full audience on a cold
winter’s night in the founders Room. In partnership
with Pen Melbourne and Amnesty International, the
lecture championed the role writers and activists
have to play to highlight social justice and the plight
of imprisoned writers around the world.
The writing community in Tasmania is flourishing!
Book stores state-wide averaged three to four
launches a week last year. At least 20 authors
were shortlisted and many won major national
and international awards. As the state’s Writers’
centre we find inspiration in the range and diversity
of our writers and thank them for their support
as community leaders, workshop facilitators,
presenters, and commentators.
A survey conducted in mid-year provided important
feedback for shaping our future directions. The
answers indicated wide-based support for our
program and the small curated events we deliver.

Throughout the year the TWc team welcomed Amber
Wilson and Kate harrison to the communications
team and we thanked Kylie Eastley for her
enthusiastic support earlier in the year. My colleague,
Marion Stoneman, deserves particular gratitude for
her dedicated support to members and the centre
program. I also want to acknowledge the work of our
Treasurer, Malina Pike, who patiently attended and
coached us toward a new and clearer procedure for
delivering the centre’s finances.
Our major funding comes from Arts Tasmania and
the Australia council and our thanks in particular go
to Jill Eddington, Kate Mackie and Steve Kyne, for
their positive support for the centre and the writing
community.
The hobart bookshop provides ongoing
philanthropic support to the centre, chris Pearce
and Janet Grecian are always available to assist with
book launches and events and advice.
finally, to our fabulous 2014 chair, Posie GraemeEvans and the entire TWc Board who survived
a rigorous board auditing process as well as the
strategic planning sessions for the new directions for
2016-20 we all say thank you! Without our Board’s
support we would not be able to do what we do.
Chris Gallagher
Director
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1. aCHIevInG o UR Goal s

Contributing to a dynamic and inclusive writing community
with flagship events and creative programming
THe laRGeR ConveRsaTIons
supported by Ten Days on the Island
Nestled between Kunanyi/Mount Wellington and
one of the great harbours of the world on the River
Derwent is the city of hobart. Over the course of a
series of winter weekends, a series of discussions
were held mixing the humanities and sciences. We
explored our city: who owns it, who designs it and
how do we make the decisions to safeguard the
places we live in?
The events were chaired by Jeff Malpas,
Distinguished Professor at the University of
Tasmania.
• Whose Mountain? Sunday, August 10 with urban
designer Meg Baynes and Aboriginal arts historian
Greg Lehman
• Whose River? Sunday, August 17 with climate
change scientist, Professor Peter Davies and artist
and ecologist Kirsha Kaechelle
• Whose City? Sunday August 24 with architect
Leigh Woolley and Tasmanian Planning
commission policy advisor Brian Risby
pIlloW Talk poeTRy ReaDInGs
This whimsical project invited Tasmanian poets to
write a 10-line poem on the theme: sweet voices,
sweet dreams. five poems were selected and
presented on the pillows of every guest staying at
hadley’s hotel throughout the festival of Voices in
2014. The writers were invited to read their work at
an event at hadley’s hotel during the festival between
July 4 to 13.
Tasmanian-based writers submitted original
works licensed by foV for a fee of $50 for the
duration of the festival. Ninety-six entries were
received.
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DIGITal WRITeRs In ResIDenCe – In
paRTneRsHIp WITH THe soUTH aUsTRalIan
WRITeRs CenTRe
ben Walter – summary
from July to August, the Tasmanian Writers’ centre
hosted a digital writer in residence – Tasmanian, Ben
Walter took up this opportunity. his summary is as
below:
“I was the Digital Writer in Residence for
Tasmania from July 28 until August 22- a fascinating
four weeks and an opportunity to think practically
about the digital space, to work to build networks
between writers, and also to experiment with my own
writing in web-based forms. During this residency, I
set myself the challenge of reflecting on matters that
I found challenging about the online environment,
with a particular focus on the way in which the
diversions of social media could overcome the deep
absorption I found essential in my writing practice,
and secondly, the tendency towards shallow cliquebased interaction that could at times characterise
online discussion.
I proposed to initiate collaborations between
writers, as I am a firm believer in the benefits of
working together in order to overcome social
barriers. I had a special interest in Tasmanians and
other writers from the mainland states; it is difficult
to exaggerate how isolating the regions can be for
creative practice. To this end, I set up a facebook
group, Digital Writer in Residence collaborations,
www.facebook.com/groups/762467497109921/ as
an experiment in promoting these kinds of projects
and relationships.
Reflecting on the past four weeks, I feel a greater
willingness to explore relationships and collaborative
projects arising online - and also, a better awareness
of the opportunities to use digital forms to make
innovative literature.
Many of my ambiguous feelings about the digital
space remain, but I feel a greater confidence in being
able to focus my efforts and attention on what can be
beneficial and interesting. I hope that some of this
thinking has rubbed off on other writers who have
tuned in through the course of this residency.”
eRICa bell foUnDaTIon lITeRaRy aWaRDs
The new Erica Bell foundation recognises and
rewards excellence in Tasmanian literature and

medical research. The Literature Award is open to
applications from Tasmanian residents who are firsttime authors of a literary work. The winner receives
$10,000 in prize money, the first runner up receives
$1000 and the second runner-up receives $500.
The inaugural awards were facilitated by the
Tasmanian Writers’ centre, with established authors
Lian Tanner and Rohan Wilson the judges. The
judging process unfolded between October and
December 2014, with the awards ceremony held at
the end of the year.
Adam Ouston, the inaugural $10,000 winner
lauded the value of the awards:
“A unique opportunity for emerging writers to
have their work read and celebrated. More than
this, being presented an award would undoubtedly
assist on the road to publication. Traditionally,
awards such as these are open only to established
writers, to voices many already know. This award
enables the emergence of new voices in a cultural
and commercial landscape that often gives the
cold shoulder to anything unproven. In this way,
the foundation Awards are invaluable to as yet
unknown writers. Although I have published widely
in Australian literary magazines, any success I might
have in this year’s Award would undoubtedly boost
the modest momentum I’ve been able to generate so
far. And I think this is the case for many writers at a
similar stage of their careers.”
MaDI books - pUblICaTIon anD laUnCH
During 2014, the Tasmanian Writers’ centre
extended its outreach into the publishing world. Two
Madi children’s books: When I Was a Boy in Sudan
(Sarafino Enadio and Terry Whitebeach, illustrated by
Gay McKinnon); and When I Was a Girl in Sudan (Terry
Whitebeach and Paskalina Eiyo, illustrated by Gay
McKinnon) were published by the centre under the
imprint Anzoa Books, and launched during Refugee
Week, June 15 to 21, in hobart.
These children’s books capture the essence of
childhood in a Sudanese village and are stories
from the memories of Paskalina Eiyo and Sarafino
Enadio, written together with Terry Whitebeach and
combine both Madi and English. Gay McKinnon
has provided exquisite illustrations for both books
and Julie hawkins donated her time to design the
books. They represent countless hours of work:

running workshops with Sudanese children
living in hobart, conversations with Madi elders,
interviews and research by a team of passionate
writers, illustrators and Sudanese storytellers.
Ninna Milikin also produced a short film covering
the early stages of the project.
Australian findings suggest that mental health
and wellbeing outcomes are influenced by a
complexity of pre-displacement, displacement
and resettlement of refugees and immigrants.
children removed from their country of origin can
find the development and maintenance of their
cultural identity a difficult process. The transition
from one cultural environment to the next can
mean confusion and restricted access to linguistic,
cultural and religious knowledge, norms, practices,
people and institutions. connection to culture and
language contribute to the development of positive
self-identity and ultimate health and wellbeing.
This project aimed to help in that process by
connecting Madi children to their own culture and
language as well as the English language.
aUsTRalIan soCIeTy of aUTHoRs (asa)
By holding events in conjunctions with the ASA,
the Tasmanian Writers’ centre aims to support a
connection to national voices and programs.
The ASA events held in 2014 were:
• Wednesday, April 9, 6pm-8pm: In Conversation:
james boyce and Hamish Maxwell-stewart
• Wednesday November 19, 6pm-8pm:
In Conversation: Michael Robothom
• Saturday October 18, 10am-4pm: Workshop:
Marketing your book with emily booth
2. a sUITe of pRoGRa Ms To sUppoRT
anD enCoURaG e all WRITe Rs anD
enGaGe neW aUDI enCes

aT THe CenTRe
• centre staff responded to more than 2000
enquiries through email, walk in and phone
throughout the year;
• The TWc offered referral services through the
Australian Society of Authors, the copyright
Agency, the Arts Law centre and assisted in
supporting writers with issues and contractual
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difficulties;
• Partnerships with other state Writers’ centres
increased the centre’s resources with five directors
feeding into the information bank and related
issues;
• The centre managed the mentoring program with
Rohan Wilson and the manuscripts assessment
service; and
• The centre provided support for regional writers:
through residencies, workshops and other
partnerships with regional councils addressing
regional issues of isolation.
MeMbeRsHIp
Total Members
378
full
156
concession
91
Under 21
8
Regional
94
Life
12
complimentary
13
Organisations
4
Greater hobart
242
South outside hobart
45
North
53
North-West
28
Interstate & OS
10
New members average per month 10
THe pRoGRaM
The Tours x 9
Workshops x 13
Mentorships Rohan Wilson x 2
Lark Events x 3
Extra events x 3
Republic readings x 4
Long form courses x 2
Robyn friend Novel Writing master class in
Launceston 10 months
Manuscript Assessments x 9
THIs WRITInG MonTH anD WRITas
Twenty-six bulletins – with the current writing
events, opportunities and news – were distributed to
members and centre contacts throughout the year.
Scheduled for fortnightly release and supplemented
with special news bulletins and promos on a weekly
basis, the e-newsletters are proving to be a successful

communication tool for workshops and events
as well as engaging members in conversation
about issues relevant to the state.
WebsITe
The website continues to provide a central
focus for information about the centre’s
program, writing around the state in the
calendar and now the newly introduced Twitch
blog. Revised design plans will be introduced
in 2015.
seRvICes
The centre provides a professional manuscript
assessment service for fiction, poetry, nonfiction, children’s and YA manuscripts.
Assessors are selected from the leading
authors and editors in the state all with
publishing records and current knowledge of
the industry. This service aims to give writers
constructive feedback before they present to a
publisher and can act as a recommendation to
prospective publishers.
ToURInG WRITeRs - MasTeRClasses
This program has enabled us to significantly
increase our income generation through ticket
sales, brought new promotional opportunities,
and allowed us to develop new partnerships.
• The art of story with arnold Zable
2 day workshop - 8 & 9 June hobart
• Travel Writing with Claire scobie
14 June, hobart
• Travel Memoir with Claire scobie
15 June, hobart
• The art of poetry with Dr kevin brophy
full day - Sunday 29 June, Launceston
half day - Sunday 6 July, hobart
• flash fiction with angela Meyer
Saturday 19 July - Launceston
• Travel Writing in the 21st Century with
Claire scobie - Launceston
• storytelling for the soul with Claire scobie
Launceston
• Writing fiction Tony birch hobart
• Writing non-fiction Tony birch hobart
oTHeR WoRksHops

• 15 feb, We’ve all Got a story
Posie Graeme-Evans
• 16 feb, Writing killer Dialogue
Rohan Wilson, Launceston
• 23 feb, Writing killer Dialogue
Rohan Wilson
• 13 July, presentation
Lian Tanner
• 27 July, eco-poetry
Gina Mercer , Dodges ferry
• 14 Dec, Marketing Development
Jaki Arthur
yoUnG WRITeRs’ pRoGRaM - TWITCH
coordinated by caitlin Richardson.
four workshops:
• Josh Santospirito’s The Long Weekend in Alice
Springs graphic novel event (attendance about
10, session ran 90 minutes). Josh delivered a
presentation for a conference in Darwin.
• Ben Walter’s Taking your Writing seriously event
(attendance about 10, session ran 90 minutes).
The event covered useful strategies for allowing
time for writing and incorporating writing into
daily routine.
• Adam Ouston’s Howl: the art and practice of
voice event (attendance about 10, session ran 90
minutes) explored different styles of voice and
its relationship to speech, the importance of a
compelling voice and knowing your characters.
• Lian Tanner ran a session on: presenting your Work

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
Other activities that took place in the Young Writers’
Program (Twitch) included:
• Catch–ups: Informal catch up session at The West
End Pumphouse (discussed current reading and
shared work).
• Twitch on the Radio: Twitch members were
invited via facebook and email to read their work
aloud on the Arts and culture show on Edge
Radio, Plain Air. Ben Walter and Michael Blake
read short prose pieces and talked about their
writing on the show, and Twitch coordinator
caitlin Richardson was on briefly discussing and
promoting Twitch.
• Distributed specially-designed Twitch postcards at
events.
• Regularly updated facebook page promoting

Twitch member successes, upcoming
events and writing opportunities. Twitch
increased page likes to a total of 221 and
fielded queries via private messages from
various people in the community.
Expanded out mailing list to 40. Sent out
10 newsletter emails to our mailing list
about opportunities, congratulations and
reminders of event details for those who
don’t use social media. Responded to emails
from people wanting to find out about
publishing, connecting with other writers
and learning more about what we do.
We Investigated and developed ideas for a
reading aloud event early in 2015.
Was interviewed for Ben Walter’s writing
podcast about Twitch and opportunities for
young writers in Tasmania.
had meetings with Polly at Youth ARc
about developing a partnership and talked
with Ben Walter about a Twitch special
edition of his publication, Picton Grange
Quarterly Review, for early 2015.
had interim discussions with Sam TwyfordMoore from the Emerging Writers’ festival
(EWf) about representation at the festival
in Melbourne.
communicated with fiona Dunne, the new
creative producer for Express Media and
Rachel Edwards, about an opportunity with
Transportation early in 2015.
Attended and received the Express Media
award and spoke about Twitch at the
awards ceremony in December.
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3. cURRENT cOMMUNI cATIO N METRIcS
WebsITe vIsITs vIa GooGle analyTICs
jan 1, 2014 to Dec 18, 2014:
18,141
2013 calendar year:
19,223
2012 calendar year:
15,009
2011 calendar year:
12,933
social media data taken as of Dec 18, 2014
Current enews subscribers:
534
Current facebook likes:
3160
Current Twitter followers:
748
InTeRnal
• Tasmanian writers, including those who are
part of the centre’s membership base as well as
potential members.
• Established Tasmanian writers who need
employment opportunities, and interstate or
international career development.
• Established Tasmanian writers whose work needs
promotion and recognition.
• Emerging writers who need to be connected with
the writing community; to be encouraged and
supported at critical points when they may be
isolated or stuck; and to have subsidised access to
skills development programs.
• Writers at all levels seeking professional
manuscript assessment, feedback or mentoring.
exTeRnal
• Tasmanian readers and people interested in
attending literary events.
• Potential writers who would be encouraged
by seeing the centre’s presence as the
communications hub for writers, readers,
educators, publishers, literary magazines, libraries
and schools; and by seeing our writers publicly
celebrated.
• Those who may access the centre’s website. These
could be people from any of the markets listed
here, or organisations with whom the centre has
previously had no connection.
oTHeR sTakeHolDeRs
• Arts and media organisations in Tasmania (see
above for list)
• National organisations for writers and literature,

such as state-based Writers’ centres,
fellowship of Australian Writers, interstate
festivals
• Organisations for readers and potential
writers, such as the State Library, schools,
and the University of Tasmania; informal
literature networks in Tasmania; the
fellowship of Australian Writers (Tas);
national professional bodies (Pen,
Australian Society of Authors, Society of
Editors);
• Specific organisations such as migrant
resource centres, indigenous organisations,
environmental organisations
4. an evolvInG DIGITal sTR aTeGy
We recognise that our website must be up-todate, relevant, visually engaging and, for TWc
members, contain aggregated information
that is not available elsewhere in one place.
The development of an integrated digital
strategy follows professional demographic
work undertaken, which analysed and
segmented our audience. This information
has been taken on board in the development
of the integrated digital strategy to ensure that
the diverse range of visitors to the website
will find that the experience meets their needs
and that they return again when they want the
latest information about Tasmanian books and
writers.
All communications and marketing materials
uphold our central messages:
• The Tasmanian Writers’ centre is centrally
focused on writing and reading throughout
Tasmania.
• Its programs are designed to meet a
diverse constituency, offering leadership,
professional development, debate and
promotion across genres and platforms.
• Key objectives are to support the craft
of telling stories, encourage debate and
conversation, and to celebrate writers and
writing.

clockwise from top:
Anne Blythe-cooper, Erica Bell Award - 1st Runner-up
Robbie Arnott, Erica Bell Award - 2nd Runner-up
Adam Ouston, Erica Bell Award - Winner
festival of Voices Poems on a Pillow
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TReas UReR’s RepoRT

• alison alexander - National Biography Prize for
The Ambitions of Jane Franklin
• Christina booth - Wilderness Society’s
Environmental Award for children’s Literature
Picture Book for Welcome Home
• freya Cox - Young Tasmanian Writing Prize Junior
for Leaf in my Hands
• sarah Day - Prime Minister’s Literary Prize
shortlist for Tempo
• Richard flanagan - the Man Booker Prize, the
Prime Minister’s Literary Awards for fiction cowinner, the Miles franklin Award (shortlisted),
the Queensland Literary Award for fiction, the
University of Queensland fiction Book Award, the
colin Roderick Award (shortlisted), the Western
Australia Premier’s Book Award (Premier’s Prize
and fiction category), the christina Stead Prize
for fiction (shortlisted) and the Independent
Booksellers Award for The Narrow Road to the
Deep North
• karen Harrland - finch Memoir Prize for
Spinifex Baby
• Tom Holloway - Australian Writers’ Guild Awards
for Theatre joint-winner for Storm Boy
• julie Hunt - Readings children’s Book Prize and
shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s Literary Prize
for Song for a Scarlet Runner
• finnegan kruckemeyer - Australian Writers’ Guild
Awards for Theatre joint-winner for The Violent
Outburst that Drew me to You and Australian Writers’
Guild Awards for children’s Theatre for The
Grumpiest Boy in the World
• anne Morgan and Gay Mckinnon - joint winner of
the Wilderness Society’s Environmental Award for
children’s Literature Junior fiction for The Smallest
Carbon Footprint and Other Eco-Tales
• adam ousten - The inaurgural Erica Bell
foundation Award for Literature
• Henry Reynolds - Victorian Premier’s Prize for
Non-fiction for The Forgotten War
• lily stojcevski - Young Tasmanian Writing Prize
Senior for Mountain. Predator. Shell.
• Tim Thorne - Gwen harwood Prize for Fukushima
Suite
• polly Whittington - Tasmanian Writing Prize 2014
(40 South) for The Chimney Pot
• Rohan Wilson - The Victorian Premier’s Award
for fiction.

The TWc’s financial position has been delicately
balanced after the difficult year in 2013.
At 31 December 2014, our bank balance was
$196,706 and our current assets were $312,345 as
opposed to liabilities $313,099.
We have a surplus of $11,830 which has reduced
the deficit to $746.00. however annual leave has
been incorrectly recorded in 2014 and this will be
adjusted in 2015.
Our accounting processes have been in need of
significant review and streamlining, this will ensure
a transparent reporting process directly from MYOB.
2014 saw these areas being identified and currently
they are all being revised and updated. The move to
digital record keeping has also begun.
Membership income has remained stable
however self-generated income has increased. As
2014 was a non-festival year administration costs
where reduced.
funding in 2014 was the first year of a two-year
commitment from Arts Tas and continued with
annual support from the Australia council.
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Malina pike

fI nanCIal s TaT e MenTs
financial Statements prepared by:
Macquarie accounting
Level 2, 18 Elizabeth street
hobart 7000
03 6224 6400
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